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"You see THAT girl, yeah her.
She seems so invincible right.

but just touch her & she'll flinch.
She has secrets & she trusts no one.

she's the perfect example of betrayal.
cause everyone she trusted,

 broke her "
xanga
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I’m going to borrow an article I wrote many years ago for this section..

An essential skill everyone must master to be successful working with horses (and actually a lot of
other areas of life as well) is the art of balance.

Balance.

We hear that term a lot pertaining to horses.
A balanced seat.
Collected, balanced movement.
A balanced foot...
But the area I am concentrating on today is finding a place of balance in gaining the respect of  your
horse.

Gaining the true respect of a horse is a challenge.

Too much love, kindness and gentleness (trust building) not balanced with discipline, and you’ve got a
spoiled, unsafe horse that doesn’t care to listen to you.

Too much discipline, not balanced with building and gaining trust and you’ve got a horse that is filled
with fear. Also not safe to be around.

First a warning, I offended a couple people with this article. And I apologize ahead of time if I do it again. I
am not bashing any trainer or program, I am just sharing a story with you of one of our horses in the barn, and
what I believe we can learn from his experience. In fact, sadly, the man that did a lot of the training on this
particular horse has passed away.
So know ahead of time, I am not trying to speak badly of anyone, I believe all of us, (me definitely included!)
make mistakes. But to not to  talk about harsh disciplining and training in the horse industry is to try not to
speak of the elephant in the room! We have to talk about it- to prevent it.
 So here’s the article (Note: I wrote this article while back so some of the info is not current):

“R-E-S-P-E-C-T
Find out what it means to me

R-E-S-P-E-C-T ”

Aretha Franklin

In a perfect world it would be
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One of our lesson horses is a ten year old gelding with a successful AQHA youth & novice youth show re-
cord. You’d think he’d be the ultimate example of a “broke”, finished horse. And in a lot of ways he is. He
can lope almost in place on a draped rein. He spur stops. He has all kinds of buttons. We love him, he’s
plays an important role in our lesson program. But where he is “unbalanced” shows up at the worst
times.

He was trained in a harsh training program.  And I know I am speculating, but from his behavior, I can only
assume that when he was disciplined, that the punishment did not fit the crime, if you know what I mean.

So still today, when he messes up, or misbehaves he thinks he is going to get beat, and he overreacts terri-
bly, usually pulling away, or spooking sideways  (not worrying about who he runs over in the process). It’s
actually really sad, he always has a worried look in his eye, he’s been through a lot.

Sure we’ve been able to work through a lot of this, but he has developed all kinds of neurotic habits of
chewing on his tongue and gaping in the mouth that I’d don’t think he’ll ever stop.
He still has fear in his heart.

Too much discipline, not enough trust.

And to the opposite extreme, let’s consider the spoiled horse who roots his nose out, heading wherever
he pleases without a care of his owner’s space. (The example from our barn would be my old 28 year old
mare I’ve had since I was a kid who embarrassingly drags me all around the barn.)

Too much “love”, not enough discipline.

Recently my boyfriend  (now husband) has been teaching me to kayak. While floating
down the river I started thinking about balance. And how easy it is to get out of it! Too
far to one side or the other and you tip over. You have to stay in the center and shift your
weight slightly from one side to the other. (Not that I have mastered this!)

Think of a tight rope walker, walking a thin rope  high above the ground.

They adjust their weight with every stride from one side to the other to find balance.
It’s a constant, never ending task, as long as they are on the rope they have to stay balanced
(or fall).

The same is true with staying balanced in gaining the respect of our horses.
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                    could  be

,
no matter what you are trying to achieve.

   It’s really hard to safely accomplish even very simple tasks without it.
   It is at the center of all you do.

But as the old saying goes “ ,
and no matter how hard we try,
 you or I can not force anyone or anything to respect us.

That's where maintaining trust comes in ...

I believe being aware of and striving daily to perfect this important balance
between kindness and discipline will help us to earn the respect we need
to achieve the connection we desire with our horses.


